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Abstract

This paper illustrates how machine learning can disrupt legal scholarship through the algorithmic extraction and analysis of enormous volumes of data. Specifically, we utilize data from Harvard Law School’s Caselaw Access Project (the “Caselaw Project”) to model how courts tackle two thorny question in antitrust: the measure of market power and the balance between antitrust and regulation.

Unveiled in October 2018, the Caselaw Project has digitized all book-published case law in the U.S. It greatly expands legal access while also simplifying big data research. We have written computer code (Python script) to pull two groups of cases from the Caselaw Project: (i) roughly 36,000 federal cases containing the term “antitrust” and (ii) roughly 305,000 federal cases containing the term “regulation.” Each corpus can be further refined—for instance, by extracting antitrust cases that consider “market power” or regulation cases bearing the term “antitrust.”
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We then utilize a machine learning platform to perform topic modeling on each refined dataset through statistical algorithms. In this way, we create visualizations that (i) group terms within cases into topics, (ii) map the relationships among terms, and (iii) map the relationships among topics. We hope these visualizations can uncover patterns in antitrust cases while also introducing to legal scholars how machine learning can be applied to large corpuses of freely available data.

I. Introduction

Machine learning abounds in finance, policing, employment, politics, and health services,¹ but as a research technique, it is just gaining traction in legal academia.² This aversion to machine learning, despite its potential for processing large amounts of data, can be attributed to at least three factors. First, only a few repositories hold a corpus of easily extractable legal data—or, for common law jurisdictions, case law.³ Second, even if data could be easily extracted, its interpretation is limited by modeling that can translate machine analysis into


² One exception is the emerging application of corpus linguistics to statutory interpretation to discern the ordinary meaning of language. See Stefan Th. Gries & Brian G. Slocum, Ordinary Meaning and Corpus Linguistics, 2017 B.Y.U. L. Rev. 1417. Recently, BigML also started to provide machine learning services to academics. See BigML, https://bigml.com/ (last accessed Jan. 15, 2020).

³ The leading commercial databases, Westlaw and Lexis, are not conducive to high-volume data mining because they require licenses and complicated APIs. Other platforms, such as the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s EDGAR filing system or the U.S. Federal Register, do not hold cases. Despite the proclivity of law for natural language text mining, easy access to copious amounts of case law is limited.
intuitive visualizations. Finally, legal scholars have been reluctant to employ algorithms that, despite utopian promises, amplify rather than eliminate human biases.

Making use of recent technical advances, we have overcome two of those hurdles—data extraction and data interpretation—to reveal how algorithmic processing can transform legal research. In October 2018, Harvard Law School unveiled its Caselaw Access Project (the “Caselaw Project”), which had digitized all book-published U.S. case law between 1658 and 2018, some 40 million pages. The Caselaw Project will disrupt legal research. By making freely available all published decisions in every U.S. jurisdiction, it threatens the Westlaw and Lexis paywalls, greatly expanding legal access for anyone with an Internet connection. Further, the Caselaw Project provides cases in a clean, digestible form, so users need not write application programming interfaces (“APIs”) to extract data, which greatly simplifies big data research.

We have built a machine learning platform that analyzes large volumes of data, primarily through the algorithmic construction of visualizations through topic modeling. Topic modeling is a way of representing the probability distribution of terms and their co-occurrence within a

---


7 In fact, the Caselaw Project provides stock APIs for software developers to tinker with. See id. https://case.law/api/ (last accessed Sept. 15, 2019).
dataset.\textsuperscript{8} Utilizing this platform, we analyze large numbers of federal antitrust cases up to 2018, which we extracted from the Caselaw Project, to see how federal courts tackle various concepts in antitrust.

This paper presents visualizations and preliminary results in two vexing areas of antitrust law: market power and the balance between antitrust and regulation. In antitrust, the measure of market power is fraught with controversy.\textsuperscript{9} The prevailing paradigm—using market share as a proxy for market power—has been the target of fierce criticism.\textsuperscript{10} Yet examinations of collusion and exclusion are seldom complete without market power analysis of the constituent markets. Another contested issue is how courts approach competition in regulated industries such as finance, telecommunications, and health care. Since the Supreme Court recalibrated the balance between antitrust and regulation in 2004 in \textit{Trinko},\textsuperscript{11} academics have offered a flurry of


\textsuperscript{10} While market definition/market share presents only circumstantial evidence of market power, it has become the prevailing way of gauging market power. Direct evidence, such as of anticompetitive effects, if often too hard to come by.

proposals to overhaul the role of antitrust. Particularly in an era of regulatory abdication, scholars have looked to antitrust to step into the voids.

We have chosen to start with market power and the antitrust-regulation balance in part because of these doctrinal ambiguities. More importantly, our method of research can help legal scholars become comfortable with algorithmic processing, by revealing how we are employing our own algorithms. Because our platform’s analysis of antitrust cases occurs through machines, it is bound by neither legal precedent nor economic theory. Thus, our project addresses not the normative question of how should courts gauge market power but the empirical question of how do courts gauge market power. While algorithmic processing has its limits, our machine-generated visualizations can provide a fresh take on thousands of cases.

Our work sits at the intersection of several major questions in legal scholarship. One question is whether alternatives to Westlaw and Lexis can emerge to streamline big data research projects. Currently, data extraction through Westlaw and Lexis is cumbersome—researchers must negotiate limited licenses and then write elaborate APIs to pull data in batches. We also test

---


13 See, eg., Samuel N. Weinstein, Financial Regulation in the (Receding) Shadow of Antitrust, 91 TEMP. L. REV. 447 (2019); Tim Wu, Antitrust via Rulemaking: Competition Catalysis, SSRN.

the limits of the capacity and ethics of machine learning. Even within digital humanities, machine learning techniques remain novel; within legal scholarship, they are nascent altogether.\textsuperscript{15} To be sure, machine analysis has its restrictions—our models are only as good as our algorithms and the Caselaw Project’s data. Additionally, big data projects can gloss over the nuance and context that legal analysis favors. Yet at a time when scholars are obsessed with the effects of algorithms upon law and society, our project turns machine learning upon legal scholarship itself, an inversion that produces fascinating results.

Section II of this paper introduces the Caselaw Project. Section III summarizes our methodology. Section IV presents our preliminary findings and hazards some inferences. While it is still premature to draw any firm conclusions from our visualizations, we end with these general inferences that both affirm and complicate previous antitrust research.

\section{The Harvard Caselaw Access Project}

It took over three years for the Caselaw Project to simply digitize all court decisions published in the 40,000 bound volumes in the Harvard Law School Library.\textsuperscript{16} The cases span some 360 years and all federal and state courts, as well as territorial courts in American Samoa, Dakota Territory, Guam, Native American Courts, Navajo Nation, and the Northern Mariana


\textsuperscript{16} See \textit{About}, supra note 6.
Islands. This text is presented in a machine readable format, which permits easy extraction for research projects. In fact, the Caselaw Project has shared APIs for public use.

Notably, the Caselaw Project excludes cases published after June 2018 and cases not designated as officially published, such as some lower court decisions. The scope limitations also leave out unpublished trial documents, such as filings and exhibits. Nonetheless, these is enough data to compile rich models and graphs. For instance, the Caselaw Project enables searches for historical trends.

III. Methodology

A. Data and Access

Data for this project was made available through the Caselaw Project, which contains 6.7 million unique cases (and over 1.7 million federal cases). Having applied for and obtained researcher access from the Caselaw Project, we gathered data by writing python-based calls to its API. The Caselaw Project’s APIs feature tools that permit searching through all text in selected cases (as opposed to searches using tags or other metadata). We created two pools of cases: all federal cases with the word “antitrust,” a total of approximately 36,000 cases; and all federal cases with the word “regulation,” a total of approximately 305,000 cases. Antitrust cases

---

17 Id.

18 See supra note 6.

19 A simple search reveals that antitrust cases rose to a high of 4% of all federal cases in the 1980s. See Historical Trends, CASELAW ACCESS PROJECT, https://case.law/trends/ (search for “us: antitrust”).

20 At first glance, these numbers seemed very small to us, particularly the count of 36,000 for all federal antitrust cases. However, we attribute this to the Caselaw Project’s corpus, which excludes unreported decisions. The Caselaw Project has a little over 1.7 million unique federal cases in its corpus, and a search in historical trends
bearing the term “market power” total 2,591, and regulation cases bearing the term “antitrust” total 7,308.

Manual assessment quickly becomes impracticable when examining a corpus as extensive as the Caselaw Project. Thus, the application of machine learning provides a more manageable approach. We use algorithms to sort through each case’s natural language and produce models of topics based on the clustering of frequently recurring words. These are statistical processes that have been developed and refined in other fields that have experimented with text visualizations. This computational approach to language allows us to see certain trends through topics generated from the case law documents’ own semantic and syntactic structures, themselves rather than applying human data and metadata structures to a dataset. Put differently, machine learning has the potential to provide a neutral way of ordering this volume of case law, devoid of human—and doctrinal—preconceptions.

B. *Modeling and Visualizations*

reveals that antitrust cases have comprised a low of about 0.1% to a high of almost 4% of all federal cases, with a median roughly short of 2% (or about 34,000 cases). Comparisons to Lexis are not far off. For instance, we have extracted approximately 16,664 federal cases with “antitrust” and “regulation” from the Caselaw Project. Excluding unreported decisions, the total for cases with “antitrust” and “regulat!” (root expander) is 20,770 in Lexis. Curiously, however, Westlaw results using these search terms are about double the size of Lexis results. We have been communicating with both Westlaw and Lexis to reconcile the difference. Nonetheless, we have more than a robust sampling for federal antitrust cases.

21 Chuang et al., 2012; Sievert Shirley;
Using Elasticsearch (a full-text search and analytics engine)\textsuperscript{22} and the python Gensim package,\textsuperscript{23} we developed a web-based platform. The platform performs topic modeling by using unsupervised machine learning clustering algorithms, specifically latent Dirichlet allocation (“LDA”), to sift through cases. LDA models are generated based on the distribution of latent topics in a document and the distribution of words in those topics.\textsuperscript{24} Each topic is constructed based on a probability distribution of words.\textsuperscript{25} For instance, one topic might feature the term “market” with high probability, whereas its appearance in another topic will not be as strong. Similarly, one document might have a high presence of topic 1, pertaining to procedural and evidentiary matters, whereas that same topic only features faintly in another document. In this project, we have defined a “document” as an individual case from our dataset.

As with any empirical project based on copious amounts of data, the term relevance and topic modeling are subject to margins of error, which we affectionately call the “wobble.” We


\textsuperscript{24} D.M. Blei et al., Latent Dirichlet allocation, 3 J. Machine Learning Research 993 (2003).

\textsuperscript{25} See Chuang et al., supra note 4:

Given as input a desired number of topics $K$ and a set of documents containing words from a vocabulary $V$, LDA derives $K$ topics $\beta_k$, each a multinomial distribution over words $V$. For example, a “physics” topic may contain with high probability words such as “optical,” “quantum,” “frequency,” “laser,” etc. Simultaneously, LDA recovers the per-document mixture of topics $\theta_d$ that best describes each document. For example, a document about using lasers to measure biological activity might be modeled as a mixture of words from a “physics” topic and a “biology” topic.
have found that the wobble is slight for two of the three types of visualizations (topic browser and pyLDAvis) and virtually negligible for the third (multilevel).

The models provide visualizations of cases grouped by recurring terms, depicting both the relationships among terms and the relationships among groups of cases. We rely on three types of visualizations, all built around topic modeling. The remainder of this Subsection explores all three types, using antitrust market power cases as the dataset.

First, multilevel (or model-of-model) visualizations provide a hierarchical view of topics and topic clusters in three different formats—tree, circle, and network (see Figure 1a–d).
Figure 1a: Multilevel Visualization of Market Power Cases in Tree Format

In the tree format above, the smaller nodes on the right represent topics (i.e., machine-grouped terms “commiss[ion],” “servic[e,]” “see,” “carrier,” and “order”), while the larger nodes represent clusters of topics (e.g., a cluster with “court,” “market,” “servic[e,]” “commiss[ion],” and “compet[ition]”). The size of each cluster node or topic node represents the significance of the cluster or topic to the overall corpus. The right-hand bar shows the number of topics within each cluster (thereby functioning as a proxy for the cluster’s diversity), and the left-hand bar lists the top cases in each topic.
Figure 1b: Multilevel Visualization of Market Power Cases in Circle Format

Circle view presents the same information, but in a format that more clearly conveys the topics where each word appears. For example, Figure 1c shows the recurrence of the term “market” within all topics.
Figure 1c: Multilevel Visualization Showing the Recurrence of the Term “Market”

Figure 1d: Multilevel Visualization of Market Power Cases in Network Format
Second, topic browser visualizations organize cases into topics, enabling detailed analyses of where (i.e., in what topics) certain terms recur (see Figure 2a–c).

Figure 2a: Topic Browser Visualization of Market Power Cases in List Format
Figure 2b: Breakdown of Terms and Cases within a Topic in Topic Browser View
Both the overview in Figure 2a and the topic in Figure 2b provide histograms showing the time periods when certain topics were more prevalent. Clicking on each topic also brings out the topic’s top terms and cases (Figure 2b).

![Figure 2c: Recurrence of the Term “Relev” in Topic Browser View](image)

Clicking on each term pulls up the topics where the term appears. For instance, Figure 2c shows that “relev” (as in relevant market, which would come up in market definition) appears in only three topics—a slightly surprising result in a corpus of cases dealing with market power.

---

26 The topic browser visualization is adapted from Andrew Goldstone’s dfr-browser project. See [https://agoldst.github.io/dfr-browser/](https://agoldst.github.io/dfr-browser/).
Third, python-based LDA visualizations (“pyLDAvis”) depict the distance between topics (see Figure 3).\textsuperscript{27} Additionally, the size of each topic bubble represents the weight of that topic. When a topic is highlighted, the platform pulls up the top probable words contained in that topic.\textsuperscript{28}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{27} pyLDAvis is adapted from package led by Ben Mabe. See https://pyldavis.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html.
  \item \textsuperscript{28} For a mathematical expression of one of the key concepts in this statistical analysis, see Carson Sievert & Kenneth E. Shirley, \textit{LDA vis: A Method for Visualizing and Interpreting Topics}, in \textsc{Proceedings of the Workshop on Interactive Language Learning, Visualization, and Interfaces} 63, 66 (Jason Chuang et al. eds. 2014). Here The probability of any term within a topic is its \textit{relevance} within that topic. Relevance can be expressed as
  \[
  r(w,k) = \lambda \log(\phi_{kw}) + (1 - \lambda) \log \left( \frac{\phi_{kw}}{p_w} \right),
  \]
  where $\lambda$ is the weight of the probability of term $w$ under topic $k$ relative to its lift.
\end{itemize}
Figure 3: pyLDAvis View of Antitrust Cases Containing “Trinko”

Figure 3 shows that our algorithms have sorted antitrust cases with the word “Trinko” into four topics. In the screen shot, topic 4 is highlighted, bringing up its top terms. With pyLDAvis and the other visualizations, the platform user can set the number of topics manually. Here, the model was sorted into five topic bubbles.

Two additional points are notable. First, generic words such as “court,” “see,” “claim,” and “plaintiff” are prevalent in the initial results. Although their presence renders the topics more generic, their appearance validates our machine learning because antitrust cases are replete with these words—words that algorithms are not trained to filter out. We can refine the results by excluding generic words from the visualizations. Second, these three types of visualizations are different than Word2Vec, which has dominated corpus linguistics and is the visualization of choice for legal scholars so far. From a methodological perspective, our project therefore pushes machine learning in legal scholarship beyond word-level analysis, by building topic and even meta-topic models.

Finally, we have begun to read the top cases within each topic to see how courts think through market power. For example, we are reviewing cases within the three topics highlighted in Figure 2c above where “relev[ant]” was a top word; then we review cases in other topics,

29 After Verizon Communications Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, 540 U.S. 398 (2004), which reset the balance between antitrust and regulation while also gutting the essential facilities doctrine.

30 Our platform has the capacity to exclude these generic terms in the construction of visualizations.

31 At this point, the platform can only filter out up to nine terms.

32 For a description of Word2Vec, see Levendowski, supra note 5.
where “relev[ant]” had a lower probability distribution, presumably because the relevant product and geographic markets were not defined. (In each topic, cases are ordered by the probability score of that topic’s appearance in the case.)

IV. Inferences and Preliminary Observations

This section discusses some preliminary observations.

First, through various histograms, we can immediately spot several macrotrends, such as how the nature of market power cases has changed through the decades (see Figure 4).
Figure 4: Topic Browser Stacked View with Histogram of Market Power (top) and Regulation (bottom) Cases

Starting in the late 1950s, there was an explosion of market power cases. Initially these cases were concentrated in manufacturing sectors and pertained to mergers, with Alcoa and market definition/market share featuring prominently in the analyses. Over time, the types of cases diversified, straddling various industries and types of horizontal and vertical conduct. Most notably, cases pertaining to the Interstate Commerce Commission (“ICC”) were supplanted by telecommunications cases. The ICC has its roots in the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887, which formulated the strict rate-setting rules of the filed rate doctrine, pursuant to which regulated entities were to file their rates with the commission. The dwindling of ICC cases is consistent with the shift away from public utility-style regulation and toward a framework where regulators simply set ground rules designed to maximize competition within an industry, such as the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, a trend commonly (though not altogether accurately) called *deregulation*.  

Other macrotrends include an explosion of antitrust class actions starting around 1995 as well as the decline of certain topics over time, such as bank merger cases. In addition, market power cases fall into a few large buckets: patent cases, health care cases, telecommunications cases, tying cases, banking and financial cases, and cases delving deeply into civil and evidentiary procedure (see Figure 5).

---


34 Further research would have to be done, but the decline of bank merger cases might be attributable to the globalization of finance, which would push toward larger relevant geographic markets, thereby diminishing findings of market power.
Figure 5: Multilevel Visualization of Market Power Cases
Here, the prevalence of the terms such as “agreement” (see Figure 6), “conspirac[y/ies],” and “contract” confirms the emphasis that U.S. antitrust laws places upon horizontal conduct. Because of per se treatment of conspiracies, plaintiffs strive to plead some sort of agreement among competitors, even if such evidence can be difficult to come by.

![Multilevel Circle View with the Term “Agreement” Highlighted](image)

Figure 6: Multilevel Circle View with the Term “Agreement” Highlighted

The second observation, however, is that our visualizations present some challenges for drawing inferences. For instance, topic browser visualizations suggest that courts do not frequently define the relevant market, since the term “relev[ant]” does not appear across even half of the topics in market power cases (see Figure 7).
We might reasonably attribute this to two possibilities: either a court has accepted one party’s market definition, or a court directly finds market power because there is evidence of anticompetitive effects. Yet “effect” also does not appear across many topics (see Figure 8), which is hardly surprising, since anticompetitive effects are difficult enough for economists to measure and even harder for courts to articulate. Significantly, the terms “relev[ant]” and “effect” do not overlap in topics, which suggest that courts may be using them as alternative proxies for market power.
As we read the cases in the topics, however, we see that these inferences must be cautiously drawn. For instance, even within topics where “relev” is not highlighted as among the words (each topic lists approximately 50 top words), we find that courts often do take up the relevant product market, even if in cursory form. There simply may have been 50 other words that show much more frequently in the topic than “relev.” 35 Yet we should not automatically

---

35 See Chuang et al., supra note 5 (“In-depth analyses may require more than inspection of individual words. Analysts may want additional context in order to verify observed patterns and trust that their interpretation is accurate.”).
filter out too many generic words. Algorithmically removing too many such terms strips away the benefit of the machine discerning relationships among terms that scholars might gloss over.\footnote{However, we should note that the machine visualizations may highlight terms whose meanings have strong associations for readers in certain contexts. As a more precise example, in the regulation cases, there are two topics where “immunity” figures prominently as a recurring term. In reviewing the topic cases within those topics, we discover that these are actually Parker immunity cases concerning antitrust immunity for state action, as opposed to antitrust immunity by way of the presence or absence of an antitrust savings clause.}

Third, these visualizations nonetheless raise interesting questions about the way we read cases and understand precedent. In each of the datasets, case names hardly ever show up as top terms. \textit{Lorain Journal},\footnote{Lorain Journal Co. v. U.S., 342 U.S. 143 (1951).} \textit{Alcoa},\footnote{U.S. v. Alcoa, 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945).} and \textit{DuPont}\footnote{U.S. v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377 (1956).} do not appear as terms in the market power cases (even though \textit{Microsoft}\footnote{U.S. v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34 (D.C. Cir. 2001).} shows up more frequently).\footnote{In the antitrust-regulation cases, \textit{Trinko} does not appear as a top term. Yet we can confirm that this case is picked up in the topic modeling, because there is a “bibliography” function on the platform that lists all the cases. This may simply be because \textit{Trinko} is still relatively recent and has not been cited by other cases incorporated into the modeling.} This suggests that courts are haphazard in their approach to market power. Surprisingly, the cases that appear as top results within each topic tend to be infrequently cited in legal scholarship—they are not precedent-setting, though they can be heavily cited by practitioners’ manuals or by other courts within a particular circuit.
V. Conclusion

There is still much to be done with our platform and visualizations. Looking ahead, we plan to improve the platform’s capability to eliminate more generic words. As this happens, the visualizations will be more informative, and the cases will be grouped more accurately. Of course, we must exclude terms with care, lest we comprise the function of uncovering patterns that the machine’s algorithms illuminate. Ultimately, we see our project as an initial step in the use of algorithmic processing in legal research, especially as a complement to commercial databases.